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BCWipe Now On GSA Via Ideal System Solutions 
 

GSA Schedule Awarded To Jetico’s DoD-Approved Wiping Software 
 
MAPLE GROVE, MN – January 29, 2009 – Value added reseller Ideal System Solutions is 
proud to announce today that Jetico’s BCWipe data deletion software is now available on their 
GSA Schedule. For many years, BCWipe has been trusted by the U.S. Department of Defense for 
permanently deleting selected data or erasing entire hard drives beyond recovery. U.S. 
government agencies, including the Department of Defense, can now easily make volume license 
purchases of BCWipe through Ideal’s GSA Schedule. 
 
“BCWipe has long been the gold standard for our government and military customers looking for 
data wiping software,” says Fran Melia, Account Manager at Ideal System Solutions. “Adding such 
highly valued software like BCWipe to our GSA Schedule is very exciting, particularly because 
Ideal is now the first and only source for BCWipe on GSA.” 
 
BCWipe is a powerful, industrial strength utility to wipe data with U.S. DoD 5220.22-M, DoE M 
205.1-2 and German VSITR standards, as well as the Peter Gutmann and Bruce Schneier wiping 
schemes. BCWipe’s new Transparent Wiping feature securely wipes deleted or temporary files 
automatically on the fly, eliminating time-consuming processes to wipe free space, wipe 
temporary files or wipe old file versions. 
 
Security expert Bruce Schneier recently praised BCWipe’s new Transparent Wiping feature. 
“Previously 'wipe free space' was a slow operation that I had to remember to run manually,” said 
Schneier. “With Transparent Wiping running in the background, I will always be working in a 
totally clean environment.” 
 
“We are honored by Ideal’s addition of BCWipe to their GSA Schedule,” says Panu Pietikainen, 
COO, Jetico. “Jetico is driven to continually improve our ability to serve our U.S. government 
customers. Enabling GSA procurements is an important step in the right direction for simplifying 
their process.”  
 
About Jetico 
Jetico provides military-standard data protection software for all highly sensitive information and 
mission-critical data throughout the lifecycle. Approved for use by the U.S. Department of 
Defense, BCWipe surgically removes all traces of selected data, while BestCrypt disguises the 
data you need to keep with convenient, reliable encryption. For central administration and policy 
management, Jetico offers an Enterprise product line, highlighted by BCWipe Enterprise featuring 
Enforcer. 
 
Jetico products are used in over 100 countries by government and military agencies, national 
laboratories, industrial manufacturers, as well as various other enterprises and a wide global base 



of home and small business users. Founded in 1995, Jetico is privately held and headquartered in 
the Otaniemi Science Park in Helsinki, Finland. For more information please visit 
www.jetico.com.  
 
About Ideal System Solutions 
Founded in 1997, Ideal System Solutions, Inc. has become a trusted technology advisor to 
government and commercial organizations nationwide by providing "best-of-class" technology 
products, professional services and enterprise solutions to meet our customer's dynamic business 
needs. As a government solution provider specialist, we provide customers within federal, state 
and local agencies with various procurement vehicles including the Schedule 70 GSA Contract. 
 
Headquartered in Minnesota, with regional locations in Maryland, South Carolina, New Mexico 
and California, Ideal is a certified Small, SDB, HUBZone, Woman and Minority-Owned Company. 
For more information, visit www.idealssi.com. 
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